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Chiral Resolution

Complete Chiral Resolution Using Additive-Induced Crystal Size
Bifurcation During Grinding**
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Bernard Kaptein, Michel Leeman, Richard M. Kellogg, and Elias Vlieg*
Chiral molecules that crystallize as separate solid phases, that
is, racemic conglomerates, can in principle be resolved by
manually sorting the crystals, as Louis Pasteur demonstrated
for a tartrate salt.[1] Although enantioselective seeding of a
clear supersaturated solution provides the desired enantiomer
more readily, careful control of the experimental conditions is
required to prevent nucleation of the opposite enantiomer.[2]
This resolution process can be improved further by using
enantiopure additives that hamper the crystallization of the
unwanted enantiomer.[3]
Recently, abrasive grinding has been used to obtain a
single chiral solid phase from an initially racemic mixture of
conglomerate crystals in contact with a solution in which the
molecules racemize or are achiral.[4] Although the execution
of this process is remarkably simple, the requirement for an
intrinsically chiral molecule that both crystallizes as a
conglomerate and also racemizes in solution can be difficult
to fulfill.
Herein we demonstrate for a racemic conglomerate of a
derivative of the natural amino acid alanine that, even in the
absence of racemization, a solid phase of single handedness
can be isolated by applying abrasive grinding if the saturated
solution contains a well-chosen chiral additive. This provides
a robust route to enantiomerically pure materials without
depending on the often unpredictable nucleation behavior of
both solid phases and without having to apply (often severe)
conditions for racemization.
Second harmonic generation and X-ray powder diffraction experiments recently revealed that the imine of 2-methylbenzaldehyde and alanine amide 1 (Figure 1) crystallizes as a
racemic conglomerate.[4h, 5] Single-crystal X-ray diffraction

Figure 1. Dissolution and growth of racemic conglomerate crystals
during continuous ablation of the crystals. Adding the enantiopure
additive (S)-2 stereoselectively hampers the growth of (S)-crystals
(blue) of the same handedness. These crystals thus become smaller
and the population of larger crystals becomes monopolized by the
unhampered (R)-enantiomer (red). The two size populations shown
separately are in reality completely mixed.

showed that the space group is P212121. This crystal structure
is suitable for the use of growth inhibitors, as the four
symmetry-related and thus differently oriented molecules
ensure that many crystal surface orientations have similar
structures on opposite sides of the crystal.
From the crystal structure (Figure 2), it follows that the
a position occupied by the methyl group in 1 is a suitable
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Figure 2. Crystal structure of 1 viewed along the [100] direction. The
unit cell is indicated by the dashed lines. Two molecules of 1 have
been replaced by tailor-made additive molecules 2 (in red) on two
crystal surface orientations, indicating hampering of the growth as a
result of the protruding phenyl groups at the a position. Atoms:
C gray, O red, N blue, H white.
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position for the growth-inhibiting substituent of the tailormade additive, as it is exposed on virtually all crystal surfaces.
We chose a phenyl group as the substituent in a potential
inhibitor, leading to compound 2. Figure 1 depicts the process
of grinding solution–solid mixtures of 1 using glass beads in
the presence of the enantiopure additive 2. Samples of the
solid phase were collected using filtration, followed by a
washing step to dissolve the smallest crystals. The enantiomeric excess (ee) of the collected solid phase evolves to the
enantiopure state for the system containing the additive
(Figure 3). Solution–solid mixtures ground in the presence of
the additive (R)-2 or (S)-2 were inexorably enriched in the
solid phase in (S)-1 and (R)-1, respectively.[6, 7] As expected, in
the absence of the additive, the solid phase remained racemic
(not shown).

the recently extensively studied technique of abrasive grinding.[4] In summary, we have demonstrated a chiral resolution
technique based on additive induced asymmetric bifurcation
in the crystal size distribution under near-equilibrium abrasive grinding conditions. In comparison with preferential
crystallization, this resolution does not depend on the
unpredictable nucleation behavior of the enantiomers. This
easily applicable method may have profound implications for
the screening and the separation of racemic conglomerates,
even on an industrial scale, that do not racemize in solution.
More generally, we foresee an increasing scope for nearequilibrium solid–liquid grinding as a versatile tool for solidstate chiral purification.

Experimental Section
Typically, (RS)-1 (1.0 g), enantiopure 2 (16.5 mol %, 0.2 g), glass
beads (2.5 mm, 8.0 g), and MeCN (20.0 g) were added to a 50 mL
round bottom flask and stirred at 600 rpm using a magnetic bar. For
sampling, circa 0.2 mL of the slurry was filtrated on a P3 glass filter
and washed for 1–2 s with toluene (0.2 mL). Samples were analyzed
using H NMR, XRPD, and HPLC (chiralcel AD-H column (250 
4.6 mm), eluent n-hexane/2-propanol, 90/10 v/v %, flow 1 mL min 1,
retention times: (S)-1 7.5 min, (R)-1 8.2 min, (R)-2 13.6 min, (S)-2
15.2 min). For details on the CSD characterization, see the Supporting Information.
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Figure 3. Evolution of the solid-phase enantiomeric excess during
abrasive grinding of racemic 1 in the presence of 16.5 mol %
enantiopure 2. Positive ee values are assigned to (S)-1. Triangles:
flasks containing (R)-2, squares: flasks containing (S)-2; open symbols: ee before washing, filled symbols: ee after washing.

During the ablation of the crystalline phase, small fragments dissolve, nurturing the growth of the larger crystals, a
process called Ostwald ripening (Figure 1).[8] The continuous
process of growth and ablation results in a steady-state for the
crystal size distribution (CSD). If an additive stereoselectively
hampers the growth, the CSD shifts towards smaller sizes for
that enantiomer. The enantioselective hampering follows the
“rule of reversal”, that is, the additive (R)-2 blocks (R)-1,
resulting in a monopolization of large (S)-1 crystals and vice
versa.[3b] The effectiveness of the hampering depends, in
addition to the additive itself, on its concentration in solution
and the total crystal surface area to be blocked.
It should be noted that in the absence of the washing step,
the enantioenrichment is less effective, although the yield in
solids would be larger.[9] Not all small crystal fragments of the
hampered enantiomer will pass the filter in that case, resulting
in a smaller enantiomeric excess in the solid phase. Applying
the washing step dissolves the small crystals, leaving the large
crystals on the filter.
Crystallization in combination with tailor-made additives
as a route to enantiopure materials has been used before.[3]
Herein we have merged the use of tailor-made additives with
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